How to Read a Square Dance Flyer
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There is a lot to learn when you first start square dancing. I hope it is helpful that I wrote
something up to help you figure out how to interpret the flyers. - Lorinda Snoozy

Definitions of dances:
How to understand the square dance flyers
No Experience Dance:
These dances are for everyone - no lessons necessary, the caller calls to the level of the floor and starts
where ever peoples’ knowledge is (sometimes the very beginning, if need be.)
Level Dance or Student Dance:
These dances are for students that are currently taking lessons. They are called to the level (number of
calls learned so far) that have been taught at the students’ lessons.
For student dancers that are currently taking lessons, go to this website for a list of Level Dances for
students to attend at the different clubs in the Mt. Baker area of Washington State. These clubs are in
Snohomish County, Skagit County, Whatcom County, Island County and San Juan County.

https://sqdance.org/level_dances.html

Note: The information (as of this date) is shown on page 7 under the “Level Dances” section.
Basic Dances:
These dances are for those dancers that have already learned the Basic calls 1-48. These dances are for
dancers that have completed the Basic Lessons (14 week series and learned calls 1-51).
Mainstream Dances (MS):
These dances are for those dancers that have already learned the Mainstream calls 52-68 and have
graduated from the Mainstream Lessons (10 week series). Do not mistake MS dances that also include
the word “Plus or Rounds” on their flyer. At most MS dances, they start out with Round Dancing and
have Round Dancing between the MS Tips. Sometimes they alternate the MS Tips with Plus Tips too.
Plus Dances:
These dances are for dancers that have taken additional lessons beyond Mainstream. If it is a Plus
Dance it will not say MS anywhere on the flyer.

Workshops:
When you see the word “Workshop” i.e. Mainstream Workshop on a flyer, these are not for
people that want to learn MS. They are for people that have graduated from MS Lessons that
are rusty and want to review.
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No Experience Dances are for everyone - no lessons necessary, the caller calls to the level of
the floor and starts wherever peoples’ knowledge is (sometimes the very beginning if need be.)


Some examples of No Experience Dance flyers are:

Note: The First Friday Fun Fest is always the 1st Friday of the month and they are always No
Experience. They do Line Dances between Tips. September through June.
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Level Dances or Student Dances are for students that are currently taking lessons. They are
called at the level the students are at in their lessons.


Some examples of Level or Student Level Dances are:
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This is a Level Dance for new students that are currently taking lessons.
Note: the “Turkey Lurkey badge” they talk about on this flyer is one of those dangles that you see
hanging off other dancers’ badges. Theirs probably will have a picture of a turkey on it.
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This one says “Student Level Dance.” Additionally, note that proof of vaccination is required.
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For student dancers (students that are currently taking lessons) go to this website for a list of
Level Dances. https://sqdance.org/level_dances.html
These are Level dances for all the clubs in our council for this season (as of October 26, 2021).
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Also, on the D&D website home page (bottom left) at https://www.dudesanddolls.org
you will see our dance schedule. We have only two Level Dances for students to attend.
They are highlighted in yellow and labeled “Level Dance.”
NOTE: When you finish the Basic Lesson series on December 14th, you may also attend the Basic Dances
for the rest of the season (through the end of May.) They are highlighted in green and labeled “Basic
Dances”. At these dances they call the moves 1-48.
The rest of the dances on the list below are Mainstream. You would need to finish an additional 10
weeks of Mainstream Lessons to attend those dances.
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Basic Dances are for those dancers that have already learned the Basic calls 1-48. These are dancers
who have finished the Basic Lessons (14 week series and who have learned the calls 1-51).



Some examples of Basic Dance flyers are:
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This is an old flyer but it says “Basic Square Dance (Moves 1-48)” which was for student
dancers. It was held about half way through Basic Lessons so it wasn’t really “moves 1-48” like
the flyer says. It was a Floor Level Basic Square Dance.
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This is another Basic flyer.
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Mainstream Dances are for those dancers that have completed Basic Lessons and gone on to learn the
calls 52-68 and then have graduated from Mainstream Lessons (10 week series).



Examples of Mainstream (or MS) Dance flyers are:

This dance starts out with Round Dancing. The main dance is Mainstream with alternating
Round dances.
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This dance starts out with Plus Dancing. The main dance is Mainstream with alternating Round
dancing. It doesn’t say that there will be alternating Round Dancing, but since there is a name
of a Cuer, that would be the clue.
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This is another Mainstream flyer.
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This one is tricky because it just says, “Square Dancing.” You would be correct to assume it
means that it is Mainstream because it doesn’t say anything else (like Basic, Level, or Plus).
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This is a Mainstream flyer.
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This flyer is a Mainstream dance with Line dancing between Tips.
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Plus Dances:
These dances are for dancers that have taken additional lessons beyond Mainstream.
Do not mistake MS dances that also include the word “Plus or Rounds” on their flyer.
(At most MS dances they start out with Round Dancing and have rounds between square dance
Tips. Sometimes they alternate the square dance Tips with Plus Tips.) If it is a Plus Dance, it
will not say MS anywhere on the flyer.


Examples of Plus Dance flyers are:

This dance starts out with Round dancing. The main dance is a “Plus Dance with Rounds,”
which means it is for Plus dancers. Plus Tips with Round dances are alternated.
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This dance starts out with Round dancing. The main dance is a “Plus Dance with Rounds” which
means it is for Plus dancers and they alternate Plus Tips with Round dances.
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Workshops:
When you see the word “Workshop” i.e. Mainstream Workshop on a flyer, these are not for
people that want to learn MS. They are for people that have graduated from MS Lessons that
are rusty and want to review.


Examples of flyers that include a workshop:
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This dance has several things going on. They have Round dancing before the main dance starts.
Following that and also before the main dance starts, they have a ½ hour MS Workshop for
dancers to review the calls that will be included in the MS dance. The Mainstream dance will
switch between MS Tips, Plus Tips and Round dances. You do not have to know how to dance
Plus or Rounds to go to this dance. However, you will only be able to dance when they are
dancing MS. Notice at this dance, every third Tip will be a Plus. Proof of vaccination is required.
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This one might seem tricky, because it does say, “All dancers are welcome!” This is a MS
Workshop, for dancers that have already completed MS Lessons. Sometimes the people that
make the flyers don’t think about new dancers that might be reading their flyers. In this case,
what they are trying to convey is that all MS dancers, no matter how rusty they might be (some
have not danced since they stopped dancing when Covid shut dancing down almost two years
ago), are welcome.
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This is a Plus Workshop at a Plus Dance.
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So, now you have some idea of how to read the square dance flyers.
You can find the current flyers for our area at this website https://sqdance.org/downloads.html
Additionally, you can find a monthly calendar of dances in our area at this website
https://sqdance.org/newcal/calendar.html
If you're unsure--or simply want to know--ask your caller/teacher if a dance is appropriate for
you.

If you have any questions, do not hesitate to send me an email at lorindas@comcast.net
or call my home phone (it is a landline - no texts) at 425-644-5931 and I’d be happy to help you.
Once you get farther along in your dancing, there are other places to look for flyers and
information. I could help you with that as well.
When you are at lessons or dances, many of the flyers will be posted on the bulletin boards too.

See you here, there, or in a square!
Kindly,
Lorinda Snoozy
Dudes & Dolls Secretary
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